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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
A vector lattice is an algebra (V, R,, 0, A, V) that satisfies the following 
conditions: 
1. ( V, R, , 0) is a real vector space ; 
2. (y, A, V) is a lattice ; 
3. r{v V 0) V 0 = r{v V 0) for all r > 0 in R and all u in V ; 
4. a + (œ A y) = (o + aj) A (a + 2/) for all a,x,y in V. 
In other words, a vector lattice is a real vector space with a lattice ordering that is 
consistent with addition. Since a vector space has a distinguished element, 0, we can 
define the positive cone, P, of a vector lattice V to be P = {x € V\x > 0}. 
In the literature a vector lattice is also known as a Riesz space. The first few 
people to consider these algebras were F. Riesz, L. Kantorovich, and H. Freudenthal 
among others. They recognized the applications to function spaces. Once an order 
is defined, one can then define a positive function, the positive part of a function, a 
supremum and infimum, lim sup and lim inf, oscillation, and majorant. This is then 
used in the theory of function spaces. Vector lattices also play a role in stochastic 
processes. 
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The most familiar example of a vector lattice is the real number system , R, 
with the usual ordering. Similarly, for every positive integer n, the vector space R" 
is a vector lattice when the partial order is defined componentwise. More generally, 
if % is a set, the set R^ = {f : X R} is a vector lattice where / < ^ if and only 
i f  f { x )  <  g { x )  f o r  a l l  x  i n  X .  
Since a vector lattice is an algebra, further examples are provided by subalgebras. 
Fix a set X and consider the vector lattice R* defined above. The collection B(X) of 
bounded functions on X form a subalgebra. If X is denumerable, this is the collection 
of bounded sequences. If % is a topological space and R is topologized in the usual 
way, the collection C{X) of continuous functions form a subalgebra. The collection 
D{X) of all functions that are discontinuous at only finitely many points is also a 
vector lattice. If X is the underlying set of a finite measure space, the collection 
of all Lebesgue measurable functions, M^(!i2), form a vector lattice. The quotient 
of MP{Çl) with the set of functions vanishing almost everywhere yields the familiar 
LP{Çl) spaces which are also vector lattices. 
The next few examples are of a different nature. Along with subalgebras and 
homomorphic images of an algebra, there is the direct product. If H and G are 
vector lattices, the direct product, H x G, becomes a vector lattice when defining 
the order as < (^2:^2) and only if /ij < /12 in Jî and gi < 52 in G. There 
is another product which plays an important role in the theory of vector lattices; 
it is the lexicographic or ordinal product. Suppose H and G are vector lattices. 
The lexicographic product, H o G, is defined to be the set H x G with ordering 
< (^2J52) and only if hi < /12 in if or hi = /i2 and gi < 52 in G. The 
lexicographic product will be a vector lattice if and only if H is simply ordered or G is 
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zero-dimensional. In the finite-dimensional case these products generate all possible 
vector lattices in a sense t^iat will be made precise later. 
It is clear from the definition that the class of all vector lattices forms an arith­
metical variety. Recall an algebra A is arithmetical if the congruence lattice of A is 
a distributive lattice of permuting congruences. It will be shown in the next chapter 
that BirkhofF's definition of a vector lattice [1] is equivalent to the definition given 
above. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE 1-1 CORRESPONDENCE 
Preliminaries 
The problem of counting the isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional vector 
lattices of a given dimension is reduced to the well known combinatorial problem of 
counting finite rooted unlabelled trees with a given number of nodes. The lattice of 
congruences of a vector lattice is a distributive lattice, determined, using the duality 
theory of finite distributive lattices and finite posets, by the poset of meet irreducibles. 
The poset is shown to be a forest of rooted trees. Conversely, a forest of rooted trees 
may be considered as the poset of meet irreducibles of a distributive lattice which is 
the congruence lattice of a vector lattice determined uniquely up to isomorphism. 
BirkhofF [l,XV.l] defines a vector lattice as an algebra (V, R, +, —, 0, A, V) such 
that: 
1. (y, R, + , —, 0) is a real vector space ; 
2. {V, A, V) is a lattice ; 
3. ® > 0 in V and r > 0 in R implies rx > 0 in V ; 
A- X < y in V implies (a + aj) < (a + y) for all a in V. 
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The third condition can be replaced with an infinite set of equations, namely 
r{x V 0) V 0 = r{x V 0) 
for each r > 0 in R. It is easy to see the equivalence of these two conditions. The 
fourth condition can be replaced by one of the distributive laws; 
a + (œ A y)  = (a + x) A (a + y).  
To see this, note that Birkhoff's fourth condition says that every group translation 
is an order isomorphism. Each translation has an inverse translation which is also 
an order isomorphism. Thus each group translation is a lattice isomorphism. This is 
precisely our fourth condition. The converse is obvious. 
The ordinal product, H o G, oi two vector lattices H and G is defined as the 
vector space H x G together with the order relation given as: 
<  { ^ 2 ' 9 2 )  in AT 0 G 4^ h i  <  h 2  i n  H  o r  h i  =  h 2  and g i  <  52 in G .  
The ordinal product H o G  o f  two vector lattices will be a vector lattice if H  is simply 
ordered or G is zero-dimensional. 
The next theorem and its corollary give a decomposition property of finite-
dimensional vector lattices. Recall that an Z-ideal iV in a vector lattice V is the 
kernel of a vector lattice homomorphism with domain V. 
THEOREM 1 (l,XV.2.Thm.4) Each n-dimensional vector lattice V is either a 
direct product of vector lattices of lower dimension, or the ordinal product V = RoM 
o/R with the unique maximal proper l-ideal M of V. O 
COROLLARY 1 (l,XV.2.Cor.l) Each finite-dimensional vector lattice can be 
built up from copies of R by direct products and ordinal products. • 
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It follows immediately that the only two-dimensional vector lattices are R x R 
and RoR. The three-dimensional vector lattices are Rx(RxR), Rx(RoR), Ro(Rx 
R), and Ro(RoR). Now recall that isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional vector 
lattices have the unique factorization property under direct products [1,VII.7.Cor. 1]. 
Thus a finite-dimensional vector lattice V can be represented uniquely as a product 
of directly indecomposable vector lattices Wj. Moreover, since the variety 
of vector lattices is arithmetical, Con{H x G) = C<m{H) x Con(G) for vector lattices 
H and G. Let VL(n) be the set of isomorphism classes of n-dimensional vector 
lattices. The following notation will be used: if W and V are vector lattices then 
[W] will be the class of vector lattices isomorphic to W. The class [R] o [VF] will 
b e  t h e  c l a s s  [ R o  W ]  a n d  t h e  c l a s s  [ V ]  x  [ W ]  w i l l  b e  t h e  c l a s s  [ V  x  W ] .  
The symbol 0 will be used to denote the ordinal sum of two posets. That is, 
given two posets H and G, the poset H ® G is the disjoint union H U. G equipped 
with the order given as follows: 
X < y in H ® G X < y in H, or x <y in G, ox x Ç. H and y E G. 
Recall that an element œ in a lattice L is join-irreducible if x is not the minimal 
element of L and for all a,b in L such that a,b < x, then aV b < x. Meet-irreducible 
elements are defined dually. Let Ji{L) and Mi{L) be the posets of join-irreducible and 
meet-irreducible elements of L. If Lj and L2 are distributive lattices then Mi{Li x 
Z-2) is the disjoint union poset Mi(L]^)U Mi{L2) [4,8.9(3)]. In particular, since 
Con{V) is a distributive lattice, i{ V = H x G then MiCon{V) = MiCon(H)]l 
MiCon{G). This proves the following: 
LEMMA 1 If H and G are vector lattices then MiCon{H x G) = MiCon{H)]l 
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Algebra V 
ConV 
MiCon V 
H  =  R  G  =  R o R  H x G  =  R x ( R o R )  
I 
I I • 
Figure 2.1: An illustration of Lemma 1. 
MiCon{G). • 
Let L be an /-ideal in V with L ^ V. Then L is contained in the unique maximal 
ideal M of V. Thus Con(V) = C(m{M) © {!}. This proves the following: 
LEMMA 2 If V is a directly indecomposable n-dimensional vector lattice, with n > 
1, then y = Ro M for some (n — l)-dimensional vector lattice. Moreover Con{V) = 
Con(M)e{l}. • 
The maximal element of Con{M), which was not meet-irreducible in the lattice 
Con{M), becomes meet-irreducible in Con(V'). This proves the following; 
LEMMA 3 I f V  ^  R o  M ,  t h e n  M i C o n { V )  ^  M i C < m { M )  ®  { ! } .  •  
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Algebra V M = RxR RoM = Ro(RxR) 
Con V 
• 
• • 
MiConV 
Figure 2.2: An illustration of Lemma 3. 
Rooted Trees 
A rooted unlabelled tree is an ordered set described as an ordered triple T  =  
{N{T), T{T), L{T)) , where N{T) is the set of nodes of T , r{T) E N{T) is the root 
of T , and L{T) is the set ("forest") of "immediate" rooted subtrees of T obtained 
by deleting the root and the edges incident to it. The order on N{T) is defined 
(inductively!) as t] ©{A}. Let RUT{n) be the set of isomorphism classes 
of rooted (unlabelled) trees with n nodes. For a tree r, let [r] denote the isomorphism 
class of T. If F is a forest of rooted trees, let T{F) = ({A} U (UrgF the 
tree generated by the forest F . li ti and Tg are trees, define [T'([rJ II [t2])] to be 
the class [T{ti II T2)]. 
THEOREM 2 For each nonnegative integer n, the maps 
^  :  V L { n )  ^  R U T { n  + 1); [W] ^ [TMiC(m{W)] 
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and 
V'n. : RUT{n + l) -> VL(n); [{N,r,F)] i-» ° V'|^(t-)|_i( H )  
give mutually inverse bijections between VL{n) and RUT{n + 1). 
Proof: By induction on n. For n = 0 there is only one isomorphism class 
of zero-dimensional vector lattices and there is only one isomorphism class of rooted 
trees with one node. 
Now suppose that and are mutually inverse bijections for each k < n. 
The map (j)n is well-defined: Since V = with each indecompos­
able we have 
whence 
MiC(m{V) S \ï^iMiC<m{Wi). 
We conclude that 
TMiC<m{V) ^ r(U^iMiCon(Wi)). (2.1) 
If m > 1, by induction TMiCon{W^) has dim{W^)-\-\ nodes, so that MiCon{Wj^ 
has dim(W^) nodes. Then since 
m 
dim[y) = ^ dim{Wj), 
z=l 
MiConiy) has dim{V) nodes and TMiConiV) has n -|- 1 nodes. Since 
MiCon{Wj) is a forest of trees by induction, TMiConiV) is a tree. If m = 1, 
V ^ R o £/ so that TMiC<m{V) ^ T{MiC(m{U) © {!}) ^ T{TMiC<m{U)). By 
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induction TMiCon{U) has n nodes and is a tree so TMiCon(y) is a tree with 1 
nodes. 
The map ipn is well-defined: Let S = [(iV, r, F)] be an isomorphism class of 
trees with n + 1 nodes. Then 
is an isomorphism class of vector lattices of dimension 
To show that these maps are inverses, we have 
M n i S )  = RoV'|jv(T)|_i([T])) 
= [TMiC<m{U^^p Ro V'|#(T)|_l(M))] 
= MiC<m{R o V'|JV"(r)|-l(M)))] (1-1) 
= 3"MiC'on(V'|jv(r)|-l(M)))] by Lemma 2 
= <?^|iV(T)|-lV'|iV(T)|-l(M))] 
= [T(n^ejr [r])] 
= m U ^ ^ j p T ) ]  
= S, 
and (with notation as above) 
^ n M \ V ] )  = '/'nSlndng.iin]) 
= M l T M i c ^ i n ^ ^ W i ) ] )  
= M\mYL\MiC«n(Wi))\)hy{l.l) 
- ng^lR ° MiCon{Ui)]) by Lemma 2 
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Algebra V 
Con V 
R X (R X R) R X (R o R) R 0 (R X R) R o (R o R) 
MiConV I • ^ 
TMiCon V A A 
Figure 2.3; An illustration of Theorem 2. 
n^lRo[C/i] 
M. • 
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COROLLARY 2 The number \VL{n)\ of isomorphism classes of vector lattices of 
dimension n is determined by 
Y, \VL{n)\x'^ = IJ (2.2) 
Ti=0 n>l 
Proof : By the theorem, |yL(n)( = \RUT{n-\-1)|. Formula (2) is then given by 
[6,(3.17.2)]. • 
The first few terms of the sequence |yL(Ti)| are 
1,1,2,4,9,20,48,115,286,719,1842,4766,12486,32973,87811,235381, 
634847,1721159,4688676,12826228,35221832,97055181,• • • [5,454]. 
This corrects and extends [1,Ex.XV.4.5]. 
Relative Stone Algebras 
The correspondence of Theorem 2 associates a forest MiCon[V) with each vector 
lattice V. By duality for finite distributive lattices and posets, we can consider the 
lattice 0(MiCon(V)) of up-sets in the poset MiConiV), which is isomorphic to 
the lattice ConiV). Conversely, each finite distributive lattice D with forest MiD 
of meet irreducibles is the congruence lattice of a vector lattice in ipniTMiD) for 
n = \MiD\. As a consequence, the theorem determines all congruence lattices of 
finite-dimensional vector lattices. 
These lattices can best be described using work of Bordalo. Recall that a 
Heyting algebra is an algebra (jff, A,V,—>,0,1) satisfying the following conditions: 
1. {H, A, V) is a lattice ; 
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0 a b c d 1 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
a 0 1 1 1 1 1 
b 0 c 1 c 1 1 
c 0 b b 1 1 1 
d 0 a b c 1 1 
1 0 a b c d 1 
Figure 2.4: An example of a Heyting algebra. 
2. 0 < a; —> y if and only if z A a; < y for all x,y,z Ç. H. 
A Stone algebra is a Heyting algebra that satisfies the additional condition: 
(s ^  0) V ((a: —> 0) —>• 0) = 1. 
A relative Stone algebra is a distributive lattice in which every interval is a Stone 
algebra, i.e. 
(a: —> a) V ((a: a) —* a) — b for all a < a: < 6. 
A distributive lattice is a dual relative Stone algebra if its dual is a relative Stone 
algebra. 
The lattice shown in Figure 2.4 is a Stone algebra that is not a relative Stone 
algebra. The interval I[a, 1] is not a Stone algebra although it is a Heyting algebra. 
It is easy to see the interval /[O, d\ is a relative Stone algebra. 
Bordalo has characterised relative Stone algebras as follows: 
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THEOREM 3 (2,Thm.l3) Let L he a finite distributive lattice with n atoms. 
The following are equivalent: 
1. L is a relative Stone algebra ; 
2. The poset Ji{L) is the dual of a disjoint union of n trees, the maximal element 
of each tree being an atom of L ; 
3. L is the direct product of n lattices, each of which is a relative Stone algebra 
with a unique atom. • 
Dualizing we obtain: 
COROLLARY 3 Let L be a finite distributive lattice with n coatoms. The 
following are equivalent: 
1. L is a dual relative Stone algebra ; 
2. The poset Mi{L) is a disjoint union of n trees, the maximal element of each 
tree being a coatom of L ; 
3. L is the direct product of n lattices, each of which is a dual relative Stone algebra 
with a unique coatom. • 
We thus obtain the following answer to BirkhofF's question [1,Problem 130] for 
the finite-dimensional case. 
THEOREM 4 A lattice is the congruence lattice of a finite-dimensional vector lat­
tice if and only if it is a finite dual relative Stone algebra. • 
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Conrad, Harvey, and Holland [3] have shown that a necessary condition for a 
lattice to be a lattice of congruences of a vector lattice is that its prime elements 
form a "root system," a forest in our language. Thus their condition also turns out 
to be sufficient in the finite-dimensional case. 
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CHAPTER 3. POSITIVE CONES AND CONGRUENCES 
An algorithm is given that constructs the congruence lattice of a given finite-
dimensional vector lattice as a subposet of the hypercube using the geometry of the 
positive cone. The idea is to define an orthonormal basis for the vector lattice with 
each basis lying in the positive cone. Since the vector lattice structure does not 
comprise an inner product, one is imposed. If the basis is given by uj, • • • ,un, one 
constructs a subset Y that is the intersection of the positive cone with the closed 
convex hull B of the set E { —1,0,1}}. The set B may be considered 
as the unit cube in the Zoo-norm with respect to the given basis. Using the inner 
product, one constructs the supporting hyperplane H to Y normal to each hypercube 
vector X — oii'^i for aj G {0,1}. Then the vector x corresponds to a congruence 
if and only if the projection of YD H onto the subspace generated by {uj ; Oj = 0} is 
the same as Y intersected with that subspace. The order relation on the congruences 
corresponds to the restriction of the hypercube order. 
Preliminaries 
Each non-trivial directly indecomposable finite-dimensional vector lattice is iso­
morphic to an ordinal product of the reals and a lower dimensional vector lattice. 
Now recall that isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional vector lattices have the 
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unique factorization property under direct products [1,VII.7.Cor. 1]. Thus a finite-
dimensional vector lattice can be represented uniquely as a product 11^ j of 
directly indecomposable vector lattices Wj. A stronger property however is needed 
for the algorithm below. To get the stronger property, a linear order is defined on 
the isomorphism classes as follows: 
1. If dim{V) < dim{U), then [V] < [C/]. 
2. If dim{V) — dim{U), then V = n%—^ where Vj^ and i/j are 
directly indecomposable. 
(a) If r = 1 and a = 1, then V  = R o v' and U  =  T L o  .  Then [V] < [ U ]  if 
a n d  o n l y  i f  [ V ' j  <  [ U ' ] .  
(b) If r = 1 and s > 1, then [V] < [C/]. 
(c) If r > 1 and a > 1, then order the [V^] and [Uj\ in ascending order. Order 
the two sequences lexicographically and use this order to order [V] and 
[ U ] .  
Note that for a fixed dimension, the directly indecomposable classes are ordered first 
by 2b and are ordered amongst themselves by 2a. The directly decomposable classes 
are ordered by 2c. The convention will be that if V is written as a product, each 
factor is directly indecomposable and that the factors are ordered as above. The first 
few terms in the order are [0], [R], [R o R], [R x R], [R o (R o R)], [R o (R x R)], 
[R X (R X R)], and [R x (R o R)]. 
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Recognizing the Congruence Lattice 
Lemma 1 below identifies the congruences of a vector lattice with certain ele­
ments of the hypercube. For a given n-dimensional vector lattice V, let Sy Ç {0,1}^ 
be the subset of the n-dimensional hypercube defined by induction on n as follows: 
Sy = {0} ify = {0} 
S y  = {0,1} i i V ^ R  
Sy  = [{0} X S M ]  U i f  F ^ R o M a n d  M # { 0 }  
= n;=i %. if ^ = n;=i Wj 
The linear ordering of the isomorphism classes defines a unique set Sy  to each vector 
lattice V. The set Sy is a poset if one defines the partial order by restricting the 
partial order of the hypercube. 
LEMMA 4 For all finite-dimensional vector lattices V, the poset Sy is a lattice 
and furthermore, ConiV) and Sy are lattice-is amorphic. 
Proof: By induction on n = dimiV). Clear for n = 0,1. Suppose the lemma 
is true for k < n. Let V be an n-dimensional vector lattice. If V = R o M then 
Con{V)  =  Con(M)  © {1}  and  Sy = [{0}  x  Sj^]  U {!" '} .  By  induc t ion  Con{M) 
a n d  S] [ f  a r e  l a t t i c e - i s o m o r p h i c ,  s o  t h a t  Sy  i s  a  l a t t i c e  a n d  C o n ( V )  =  Sy .  
I f F  =  n j = i  Wj then Con(F) S nj=i C<m{Wj)  and Sy  = 0^=1 S^r . .  Again, 
it is clear Sy is a lattice. By induction Con(Wj) = Siy. for 1 < 7 < r so that 
C o n ( V )  =  Sy .  •  
Lemma 4 shows then that studying Con(V) is equivalent to studying Sy .  This 
facilitates the geometric algorithm given below. 
V 
s  
ConV 
Figure 3.1: An illustration of Lemma 4. 
The algorithm and the lemmas preceding it use an inner product structure. First 
a suitable basis for V is constructed, and then the inner product is introduced by 
decreeing the basis to be orthonormal. The basis is constructed inductively. 
If y is a one-dimensional vector lattice, then V = R. Choose any v £ V with 
•u > 0 and set By = {u}. Suppose that for all vector lattices of dimension k < n, 
a basis has been defined. Let V be an n-dimensional vector lattice. If V = R o M, 
then since M is an (n — l)-dimensional vector lattice, a basis has been defined, 
~ {&!, • " ) ^n—l}- Consider as the basis for a subspace of V. To make a 
basis for V, choose any v G V\{X^R6|6 € with v > 0. If V = Wi x W2, then 
since is a lower dimensional vector lattice, a basis is defined on it. If the are 
considered as subalgebras of V, then define a basis for V as the union of the bases of 
the W^. Finally one defines an inner product so that the basis for V is orthonormal. 
W e  w i l l  u s e  <  x \ y  >  f o r  t h e  i n n e r  p r o d u c t  o f  x  a n d  y .  
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The preceding argument shows that for an arbitrary finite-dimensional vector 
lattice with the imposed inner product structure, it is enough to consider those vector 
lattices built up from copies of R by direct and ordinal products. For the rest of this 
chapter all vector lattices are assumed to be such vector lattices. The basis and inner 
product for such a vector lattice are the standard ones for R". 
Several lemmas and a few definitions are necessary before giving a proof of the 
algorithm. A vector lattice V has a positive cone, Py = {u€V:v>0}. Since 
Py is unbounded, it would be easier if there was a bounded set that still retained 
the order and properties that Py has. Define Yy = [—1,1]"' (1 Py. Then Yy is a 
bounded convex set with order induced by that of V. The other key subset of R"' is 
the supporting hyperplane of Yy in the ^-direction, H{x, V), where a: is a vector in 
y. 
Lemmas 5 and 6 lead up to Lemma 7 which gives a simple description of the 
supporting hyperplane in the œ-direction for x G {0,1}'^. Lemma 5 shows that [0,1]^ 
is in every set Yy if V is n-dimensional. 
LEMMA 5 The set Yy contains [0,1]"'. 
Proof: By induction on n. For n = 1, F = R and the positive cone is [0, oo) so 
Yy = [0,1]. 
Suppose the lemma is true for k  < n .  Let V  be n-dimensional. If y = RoM then 
Py = [(0, oo) X R^-1] U [{0} X P^]. Then = [(0,1] x [-1,1]""^] U [{0} x %]. 
By induction, [0, l]^"! Ç Y^. Then [0,1]" = [(0,1] x [0, l]""!] U [{0} x [0,1]^-^] Ç 
[(0,1] X [-1,1]"-1] U [{0} X YM] = yy. Ify = nLl then Py = nLl PWi' 
so that Yy = y^. By induction [0,ç Y^^ for 1 < i < r, so that 
[0,1]"cry. • 
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Figure 3.2: The sets Yy  for V = R x R and R o R. 
Lemma 5 is used now to show that for x  G {0,1}'^, x  G H { x ,  V ) .  
LEMMA 6 //x G {0,1}", then x 6 H{x,V). 
Proof: If X = O"', then by definition H { x , V )  = R", so sc G H { x , V ) .  Suppose 
X ^ Qi'^. The hyperplane H{x,V) is an orthogonal hyperplane to the vector x, and 
so it is completely determined by its distance from the origin. This distance is given 
by = 3up{ < x\y >: y G Yy }. Then we have: 
n (fx = sup{ < x \ y  > : y e Y y }  
< < xjl" > 
= < x|x > 
< d^. (by Lemma 1) 
The first inequality follows from Lemma 5. Therefore dx =|| x ||, so that x G 
H { x , V ) .  •  
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Figure 3.3: The supporting lines for R x R. 
Given a normal vector x and a point y, a plane is uniquely determined by < 
x\z — y >= 0 or equivalently, < xjz >=< x\y > . Given x E {0,1}"', by Lemma 6, 
X E H{x,V) so that 
H { x ,  V )  =  { z e  R" : <  x j z  >=|| x ||2} (3.1) 
Since x E {0, !}"•, X? = Xj, so it has been proven that: 
LEMMA 7 If xe {0,1}" then H{x, V) = {z £ R" ;< x|z >= %%}. 
Since R is a ring, R^ is a ring with componentwise addition and multiplication. 
For a subset S of R^ and an element x of R^ define the product 5"- x = {s - x|a E 5"}. 
Lemmas 8 through 12 will be used only in the proof of the algorithm. Lemma 8 
gives another description of H{x, V) in the case where V = RoM and x E 5y\{l"'}. 
LEMMA 8 If V = R 0 M and x E <S'y\{l"} then x=Ou and H{x, V) • (1" — x) 
= Rx -%)]. 
Proof: By Lemma 7, H { x ,  F) = { z E R"^ :< x\z >= }• Then 
i î ( x , y ) - ( l " - x )  =  {  z  E  R ^  : <  x | 0  > =  x i  }  •  1 ( 1 " - - ^  -  u )  
i=l 
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=  R x { y G R "  ^  :  Y !  ^ i V i - l  =  H  }  '  ( l "  ^  
z=2 i=2 
=  R x { H { u , M ) - { l ^ - ' ^ - u ) } n  
Given an z € {0,1}"', define a set A { x , V )  = where = [—1,1] if 
®j = 0 and = {0} if xj = 1. 
LEMMA 9 I f V  =  R o M  a n d x  e S y ,  t h e n  H { x , V ) n [ - l , l f ' - { l ' ^ - x )  =  A { x , V ) .  
Proof: By Lemma 7, H { x ,  V) = { z € R"' < x\z >= }• If xj = 0 then 
the i-th component of H { x , V )  is independent of all other components. Define the 
set 7 = { i : 1 < i < n, = 1 }. 
Claim: H { x ,  V )  D [-1,1]" = { z € R" : € [-1,1] if i ^ J, = 1 if i G J }. If 
i ^ J then the i — th component of z is unrestrained in H{x, V) so G [—1,1]. We 
can rewrite H{x, V) = { z G R" : J = | J| }. If i G J but Zj ^ 1 then zj < 1 
since z G H{x, V") D [—1, l]". Since zj < 1 there exists a 6 G J such that > 1. This 
gives a contradiction. Thus the claim has been proved. From this it is clear that 
{  H { x ,  V )  n  [ - 1 , 1 ] "  }  •  ( 1 "  -  x )  =  A { x ,  V ) .  •  
The next lemma gives a similar description for the case where V is directly 
decomposable. First define a set 5 = where = R if Xj = 0 and = {0} 
if x^ = 1. 
LEMMA 10 I f V  = n-=i Wi then H{x, V)-(l"-x) = [[-=1 
-uj) where x = G {0,1}'^^"^(^). 
Proof: By the argument in the previous lemma we have 
H ( x , V )  { V ' - x )  = n Bi 
i=l 
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; dim{ W j )  
= n n j^k j=\ k—\ 
= n - U J ) . A  
; = i  
The next lemma proves that if V = R o M and x ^ l" then Y y  H  A { x , V )  ^  
LEMMA 11 I f V  ^ R o  M  a n d x  t h e n  Y y  D A(x, V) ^  A{x, F). 
Proof: By induction on the dimension of V.  For n =  \ ,V  = R and a: = 0. Then 
Yy n >1(0, V) = [0,1] n R = [0,1] ^ [-1,1] = v4(0, V) 
Assume the lemma is true for A: < n and suppose dim{V) = n. Since x ^ 1"', x = \u 
with u ^ or a: = Ou. 
If X = lu then 
Y y n A {x, V )  = { (0,1] X [-1,1^-1 u {0} X } n { {0} X v4(u, M) } 
= {0} X { ^ A(u,M) } 
7^ {0} X A{u, M) (by induction) 
= M ^ , V )  
If X = Ou then 
Y y n A { x , V )  =  {[(0,l]x [-1,1^-1] U [{0}X}^]} 
n{ [ - l , l ] x  A ( u , M ) }  
= [(0,1] X A(u, A/)] U [{0} x{y^n A(u, M )  } ]  
^ [-1,1] X A(u,ikf) 
= A(x, V ) .  •  
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One last lemma is necessary. Lemma 12 is used in the computations needed in 
the proof of Theorem 5. 
LEMMA 12 [Yy (1 H{x, 7)] •  (1" - $ )  =  [ Y y  •  (1" - œ)] n [H{x, V) • (1" - $)]. 
Proof: It has already been shown that H { x , V )  •  (1"' — x) = where 
= R if Sj = 0 and = {0} if = 1. Therefore we need only to show the left-
hand side of the equation is the same as Yy • (1^ — x). It is clear that the left-hand 
side is contained in the right-hand side. For the reverse inclusion, notice first that 
[Yy n H{x, V")] = {z • (I"' — x) I z e Yy,x^ = 1 implies Zj = 1}. Suppose that z is an 
element of Yy. Define a new vector z* by z* = Zj if Xj = 0 and z* = 1 if Xj = 1. Then 
z • (1^ — x) = z* • (1^ — x) and z* • (l'^ — x) is an element of [YynH{x, V)] • (1^ — x). 
This shows that the right-hand side is contained in the left-hand side, completing the 
lemma. • 
And now to the proof of the algorithm. 
THEOREM 5 The vector x £ Sy if and only if the following holds: 
{ y y n j y ( x , y ) } . ( i " - x )  =  Y y n A { x , v )  
Proof: (=>) By induction on dim{V). For n = 1, V = R, Sy = {0,1}, Yy = 
[0,1], ^(0, V) = R, H{1, V) = {!}, A(0, V) = [—1,1], A(l, V") = {0}. Then we have 
{ Yy n  If(0 ,  F ) } .  ( 1  -  0 )  =  i v  =  [ 0 , 1 ]  =  I V  n  A(O,  V )  
and also 
{ y y  n  H{I ,  7 ) }  •  ( i  - 1 )  =  { o }  =  y y  n  A ( i ,  v )  
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Assume the theorem is true for A: < n and suppose that dim(V) = n. Either 
V = RoMorV = If K = R 0 M then a: = !"• or cc = Ou with u E If 
a; = !"• then 
{ y y  n  H{X,  V )  } • (i" -1") = {o"} = n A{X,  V ) .  
If ® = Ou then 
{ i v n / r ( x , y ) } . ( l " - x )  =  [ l V . ( l " - a : ) ]  n  [ / f ( x , F ) - ( l ^ - a : ) ]  
= { [(0,1] X [-1,1]"-!] U [{0} X } . 
1(1^-1 -u) 
n  {  R x  [ i f ( u , M ) - ( l " - l  - u ) ]  }  
= (0,1] X { H{u, M) n [-1, lp-1 } • (1"-1 - u) 
u {0} X { YM  n H{u, M) } • (1^-1 - u) 
= (0,1] X A{u, M) U {0} X { n A{u, M) } 
=  { ( 0 , i ] x [ - i , i p - i  u  { 0 } x y ^ }  
n{[ - i , i ]xA(u ,M)}  
=  Y y  n  A { x , V ) .  
The first equality holds by Lemma 12. 
If V = then X = uj X • • • X um where Uj E S\/y^ for 1 < i < m. Then 
{ Y y n H i x , ¥ ) } • { ! ' ' - x )  =  { 1 V ( 1 " - ® ) }  n  { / f ( a ; , y ) . ( l " - x ) }  
= 3 - s) n 
i=l ' 
n H(ui,Wi) (,l'^MWi) -Ui) 
i=l 
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= S { { %i n H (u i ,  Wi)  }  . - Ui)  }  
i=l ' 
m 
= n { } 
i=l ' 
= yy n A{X,  V ) .  
The second equality follows from Lemma 8 and the next to last equality follows from 
the induction hypothesis. 
(<=) By induction on dim{V). Assume x ^ 5y. We wish to show that { Yy fl 
H{x,V) }•(!"' — œ) ^ yy n^(a:, V). This is trivially true for n = 1 since Sj^\{0,1} = 
0. Assume the result is true for k < n. Suppose dim{V) = n and x ^ Sy. liV = RoM 
then X = \u with u ^ I"'"! or a: = Ou with u 0 If a: = Ou then by the first half 
of the theorem, 
[ Y y r \ H { x , V ) ] - { l ' ' - x )  =  ( 0 , l ] x { ^ ( u , M ) n [ - l , i r - l  } . ( l " - l - u )  
U {0} X { n H { u ,  M )  } • (1"-1 - u) 
and Y y  fl A { x ,  V )  = [(0,1] x A(u, M)] U [{0} x { D A{u, M) }]. By induction 
Ym n A{u, M) ^ { Yj^ n H{u, M) } • — u) so the result holds. 
If cc = lit then 
{ Y y  f )  H { x , ¥ ) } • { ! ' ' - x )  = yy (1" - x) n H(x, V) • (1" - x) 
= {(0,11x1-1,1]"-^ U 
{ 0 } x % } - 0 ( l ' > - l - u )  
n{ n }• (1"-
1=1 
= {0} X  { [-1, ip-1. (1"-1 -  u ) }  n A { x ,  V )  
=  { 0 }  X  A i u , M )  n  A { x , V )  
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Figure 3.4: The set Yy  for F = R o (R x R). 
=  A { x , V ) .  
By Lemma 8, A { x ,  F) ^ Yy  D A { x ,  V)  so the result holds. 
Finally if V" = and x ^ Sy  then x = and there exists a 
1 < k <r such that ^ ^Wj^.• Then 
{ Y y n  H { x ,  V )  } • (1" - x) = Y y  (1" - x) n f f ( x ,  V )  • (1" - x )  
3=1 •» 
n - u j )  
J=1 
j = l 
i = i  
= Fy n j4(®, f). • 
Figure 2.4 is a graph of the set Yy  for the vector lattice R o (R x R). The 
vector 001 is in the set Sy from the definition of Sy. The supporting hyperplane 
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in the 001 direction intersected with the set Vy is the top face of the box. When 
this face is projected down onto the sy-plane, this is the same as the box intersected 
with the ajy-plane. The theorem says that 001 is an element of Sy. The vector 100 
is not in the set Sy according to the definition. The intersection of the supporting 
hyperplane and the box is the front face of the box. The projection of this face onto 
the 2/z-plane is not the same as the portion of the box lying in the j/2-plane, hence is 
not an element of according to the theorem. 
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